
 
SPECIAL EXECUTIVE MEETING 

October 17, 2012 

 

ATTENDANCE 

 

 

Member’s Name P/A Member’s Name P/A 

(President) Richard Duke P (Vice President) Dave Twamley P 

(Treasurer) Dave DeGroot P (Scorekeeper-web) Andrew Ferguson P 

(Director) Derrick Thomas P (Director) Ken Vowles Jr. P 

(Director ) Brad Boylan P (Director) Randy Hounsell A 

(Secretary) Dan Riley P   

 
 

Chair:                                                       Richard     

 

Called to Order:                                      20:00 

  

Statement of the President: Richard thanks the Board members for attending this Special 

Meeting on short notice that Richard felt needed to be called. 

 Richard states that the Secretary has received three (3) complaints this month and that one is a 

very serious complaint. Richard now asks Dan to update the Executive Board members on these 

complaints 

Complaints: Dan informs the Board that he has two complaints concerning venues. The first one 

is concerns the playing boards at the ‘Duchess of Kent’. Derrick volunteers to go and check out 

that venue. 

 The other complaint Dan has concerns the venue ‘Players’, this complaint is regards to the 

playing conditions/seating. Dan has to play at Players tomorrow night, so he will check that 

venue. 

 The most serious complaint is about a fistfight involving players in the second division group B.  

 Dan received an email complaining about the actions of a player for the Reservoir Dogs and the 

resulting fistfight that happened. The complaint was filed by Bill Lozynsky (Mo’s Dogs) against 

Tony Lirette (Reservoir Dogs).  

 The complaint states that Tony was arguing with Bill over the scores Tony had just shot, Bill 

was the chalker for that game. Bill also states that Tony’s voice was getting increasingly louder 

and that Tony was being aggressive towards Bill. 

 Dan’s investigation into the complaint did show that a fight did happen between Tony Lirette 

and Kevin MacArthur from Mo’s Dogs. All members involved have been contacted and are in 

attendance at tonight’s meeting including the witness’s, Rob Melville (captain of Mo’s 

Dogs);Tom; Tom Mitchell (co-captain) and Scott Jacklin of Reservoir Dogs. 

 Richard asks that all members involved come in from both teams and any witnesses as well, to 

give a brief statement on what happened that night. 

 Bill Lozynsky states that he did not know that a meeting would result from his complaint.  

 Richard states that any time a fistfight happens, it is a very serious issue and the Board has to 

investigate it right away. 
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Complaints: Bill begins by stating that he was chalking the match between Tony and Tom. 

Tony had just shot a140 (Tony stated) and removed his darts, Bill recorded an 85 as that what he 

had seen shot. Tony disagreed with the scoring Bill had just chalked when Tony started to swear 

and raise his voice at Bill. This carried on and that’s when Kevin jumped in. Both Tony and 

Kevin were in each other’s face just before they fell to the floor and the fight broke out. After the 

fight was broken up Tony resumed his game and then continued to talk aggressively towards 

Bill. Tony’s own teammates eventually told Tony to go home and Tony left the venue at that 

time. 

 Kevin states that he came to Bill’s aid because he heard and saw Tony being very aggressive 

towards Bill and that Bill had just went though a medical procedure during the summer. Kevin 

was only protecting his teammate against Tony’s increasingly aggressive actions. 

 Tony states that he did have a verbal war with Bill over Tony’s scores. Tony states that he had 

also asked Bill to stop talking and just chalk the scores. That’s when Kevin advanced towards 

Tony and they both ended up on the floor. Tony was not sure on how both he and Kevin ended 

up on the floor but that’s when the fists started to fly. A decision by both Tony and Scott Jacklin 

was made to have Tony forfeit his last singles game and he left after that was done.  

 Richard now asks the witnesses Scott Jacklin, Rob Melville and Tom Mitchell for their 

statements about what happened that night. 

 Scott begins by handing a letter from his wife (who was there that night) stating what happened.  

Scott then states that he also thought that Tony had shot a 140 but that wasn’t his call. Scott says 

that a verbal argument about the shot did happen. Tony left his darts in the board longer on his 

next shot. Scott had calmed Tony down and that’s when Bill turned around and again started to 

argue with Tony. Scott saw both Kevin and Tony exchange punches and that’s when Rob 

Melville jumped in and wrestled both Tony and Kevin to the floor, Rob grabbed Tony from 

behind. Everyone than calmed down and both teams went back to their games. Bill and Tony 

started again to chirp away at each other, Scott forfeited Tony’s match and sent Tony home for 

the night. After Tony paid his bar tab Scott heard Rob challenge Tony to take it outside with him. 

 After Tony left, both teams discussed what had happened and agreed that a group apology was 

needed and they both apologized to each other then. 

 Rob states that he was outside when this all started and didn’t know what was happening until 

he came back inside. Rob then attempted to stop the fight. 

 Tom states that he thinks the whole matter is overblown. 

 

Questions from the Board: Richard asks Scott that if in Scott’s opinion if alcohol may have 

been part of the problem. 

 Scott states he does not think it was a big part, but it was getting late.  

 Richard asks Tony for his opinion about Bill. 

 Tony states he thinks Bill was being rude and that Bill was moving around a lot/talking while 

chalking Tony’s match.  

 Bill states he did not move or talk any more than any other chalker would. 

 Richard asks Rob for his opinion on this matter. 

 Rob answers by stating he thinks the situation is overblown and that this meeting was not called 

for. 

 Dave D asks Rob about the part where Rob had challenged Tony to go outside with him. 
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 Rob says yes he did call Tony outside, Rob had thought he heard Tony made extremely rude 

comments to Rob’s wife and the other ladies that were at Mo’s Dogs team table. 

 Tony answers by stating he had said nothing rude to anyone from the other team, with the 

exception of the problem with Bill earlier. 

 Derrick and Andrew both ask about the possibility of a conflict between these two teams in 

future matches. 

 Scott says that both teams did apologize about the whole situation and believes that there would 

be no issues in the future.  

 Rob agrees with Scott’s statement and also thinks there won’t be any problem in future matches. 

 Dave T asks both Tony and Rob (the captains) if they could have resolved the issue that started 

the whole problem in the first place.  

 Both Rob and Tony agree that it could have been possibly stopped by talking it out, but that 

didn’t happen this time. Rob and Tony both say that this was a sorry incident and won’t happen 

again. 

 Bill adds in that he believes that both teams just want forget the whole incident and carry on. 

 Dave T asks Kevin about his part and Kevin states that he was only trying to help Bill and that 

he would do it again possibly. 

 Richard asks Kevin and Tony if they would have any future problems against each other in the 

future, both Kevin and Tony answer no.  

 Richard now asks everyone involved to leave the meeting in order for the Board to make a 

decision on the complaint. 

 

Discussion and decision on complaint: Richard now invites discussion from the Board. 

 During this discussion it is pointed out that the Board had a similar incident in the past, but no 

punches where thrown and those two members received written warnings. This time there was 

actual physical contact and this should not be treated lightly. All Board members agree.  

 The League will not stand for some its members having fistfights without repercussions to the 

members involved. This again the entire Board agrees on, but should these members be expelled 

from the League or given a suspension of playing privileges for a number of weeks.  

 A motion made by Dave T and seconded by Brad is made. It reads; Both Tony Lirette (Rules 

1.1.1 & 2.10) and Kevin MacArthur (Rule 2.10) will each receive a two (2) week Suspension for 

fighting in the October 4 incident. 

 Also Rob Melville will also receive a two (2) week Suspension for his part in the fight (rule 

2.10) along with his verbal threats to Tony to take him outside (Rule 1.1.1). 

 Bill Lozynsky will receive a Written Warning for his actions (Rules 1.1.1 & 5.14.2) in the 

October 4 incident as well    

 This motion is carried. 

 The Board also decides that everyone involved may contact the League Ombudsman Brian 

Lonsbary to see what avenue (if any) they have to possibly appeal the Board’s decision. 

 Richard invites everyone back into the meeting. 

 

 

 

Verdict: Richard addresses first the two players involved in the fight. Tony and Kevin are both 

informed that they are both suspended for the next two (2) weeks starting Thursday October 18
th

. 
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 Tony Lirette is suspended for violating rules 1.1.1 for poor sportsmanship and 2.10 for having 

physical contact with another League member. 

 Kevin MacArthur is suspended for violating rule 2.10 for having physical contact with another 

League member. 

Verdict: Rob Melville is also suspended for two (2) weeks starting Thursday October 18
th,

 for 

violating rules 1.1.1 for poor sportsmanship and 2.10 for having physical contact with another 

League member. 

 Bill Lozynsky will receive a written warning for his actions (Rules & 5.14.2) in the October 4 

incident as well under rules 1.1.1 for poor sportsmanship and rule 5.14.2 for the chalking errors 

that occurred. 

 Richard starts to address the members involved when the captain of Mo’s Dogs (Rob Melville) 

gets up and voices his opinion as to the Board’s decision and leaves the room before Richard 

could finish his statement. 

 Richard has Dan give a statement to Tony, Kevin and Bill that they may appeal this decision to 

the League Ombudsman. Even though Rob got up and left the meeting, Rob also will have the 

right to appeal the Board’s decision to the League Ombudsman to see if they have a possible 

avenue to get the Board’s decision overturned. Dan also states that if they (Tony, Kevin, Rob and 

Bill) can get Brian to call before Dan before 7pm Thursday October 18
th

, each suspension will be 

placed on hold until they can discuss their side of the incident with Brian in deeper detail.  

  

   

 

 

 

Meeting is Adjourn:  Richard closes the meeting at 21:50 

  

 

 

 

Dan Riley 

Secretary: L.D.M.D.L. 

 

 


